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Weaving software can speed up the design process.
However, it should come with a warning! The time
you save not drafting by hand may be more than con-

sumed exploring the many variations you would never have
considered with pencil and graph paper. 

Whichever computer system you are using, you have
several choices of software. Just as there is no one perfect
loom, computer programs must be evaluated to find a good
match between the weaver and the program. 

Choosing a program
Most of the programs available today run on either Windows or
Macintosh computers. Your computer system is the first factor
to consider when choosing the right program for you. Older DOS
programs will run on Windows computers, but it will probably
not be possible to print from them. 

The easiest way to learn what a computer weaving program
can do is to download a free demo and a list of features from the
manufacturer’s website (see page 4) or to order a demo by mail
for a small fee. Demo versions are for evaluation only and do
not contain all of the features of the full versions; however, you
can get a very good idea of how much you will like using a par-
ticular program by practicing with the demo. At the same time
you will learn general skills that apply to all the programs.

Start by exploring the sample weaving files that are included
with the demo. Most of the programs have online help including
tutorials, and some also provide a printable, indexed manual. 

The programs used to illustrate this article are representative
of most of the programs available. Each includes many features
that make weaving design quick and easy. It takes a while to
learn to use all the special features of a particular program, but
you can learn the basics quickly by following the tutorials. 

Illustrations for this article are from five Windows programs:
Fiberworks PCW4 Bronze/Silver, Patternland Weave Simulator 
for Windows, WeaveIt Basic/Pro, WeavePoint, and WinWeave.
WinWeave, which you can download for free, is especially suit-
able for a beginning computer program user. 

WIF: a common language
Each weaving program saves drafts in its own format, or language.
In addition, most of today’s programs will open and save Weav-
ing Information Files. WIF files are text files that contain the in-
formation needed to produce a weaving draft in almost any weav-
ing software program. The WIF format was developed by a group
of weaving software programmers: Ravi Nielsen, Patternland Weave
Simulator; Bob Keates, Fiberworks PCW; Rob Sinkler, Swiftweave;
Sally Breckenridge, WeaveIt; Dana Cartwright, WeaveMaker; Jane
Eisenstein, QD-WIF; Mark Kloosterman, ProWeave; and Bjorn
Myhre, WeavePoint. This common language allows you to use the
same drafts in several programs and to share drafts with other
weavers by e-mail and by disk.

Comparing weaving software
When you’ve received your demo, install it and open the sample
files. These drafts will give you an idea of the capabilities of the
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program. Look under Help for a tutorial that will guide you
through the basic features of the program. Practice using them
by creating a few simple drafts. 

Using the basic features
First try to create a draft you could easily do with pencil and
graph paper. Figure 1 shows a simple draft created in WinWeave.
Use the mouse to click on each square to enter the threading
just as you would use a pencil. Use the same method to fill in
the tie-up and treadling squares. Add color as you would use
color pencils. Choose colors that remind you of an intended
yarn, but don’t worry about an exact match. Later you can learn
how to modify colors to match specific yarns more closely.

Next, try using the functions that are not available with pen-
cil and graph paper. If you are experimenting with a demo pro-
gram, remember that you will not be able to save your files, so
it is wisest to create very small drafts. If you are working in a new
program and creating drafts you wish to save, save often to avoid
the frustration of losing a version you liked. Add numbers to the
file names to keep track of the variations you have tried. (twill1,
twill2, twill3, etc.) Take advantage of the Notes feature to record
information about the draft and each change. Practice Insert-
ing and Deleting threads and try using the Repeat, Copy, and
Paste tools. Add borders and selvedges to the design. 

Special features
Now that you are comfortable with the basic tools, look in the
Help files for special shortcuts and additional methods for en-
tering data. In Fiberworks, for example, you can ‘click and drag’
the mouse to automatically produce a point threading; see Fig-
ure 2. In WeaveIt, the threading can be entered as a repeat; see
Figure 3 and the resulting draft with drawdown in Figure 4. 

For complex drafts with long repeats, such as overshot, typ-
ing the shaft numbers using the number keys is a quick and ef-
ficient way to enter data. In most of the programs, you can mark
sections of the threading (or treadling) and then repeat, flip,
mirror, rotate, reverse, etc. Using the Numeric Input window of
WeavePoint, the threading draft in Figure 3 can be entered with
a special shorthand method by typing 3(4-2-4 1-4-2-4-1) 4-2-4
with the number keys. 

When entering threading and treadling orders in all of the
programs, look for one-button methods for straight, point, or
rosepath threadings. Weave as-drawn-in or Tromp as writ fea-
tures will automatically copy the threading to the treadling as
in the WeavePoint draft in Figure 5.

When you have a draft completed, you can create a range of
new designs by changing the tie-ups and/or experimenting with
different treadling and color variations.  

Drafting block weaves
Designing block weaves usually involves choosing a profile draft
and translating it into a specific weave structure such as summer
and winter or turned twill. Most of the programs come with op-
tions for automatically converting a profile draft into a specific
block weave. Some give you a list of block weaves to choose
from and others let you create your own threading keys to sub-
stitute and save for use in the future. Profile drafts are created
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the same way as a thread-by-thread draft, and any thread-by-
thread draft can be used as a profile draft.

Computer assisted looms
To weave block weaves using a computer-assisted loom, profile
drafts must be changed to thread-by-thread (and therefore pick-
by-pick) drafts. For some weaves it is necessary to add tabby picks
between pattern picks; Figure 6 shows tabby added to the Fig-
ure 5 WeavePoint draft. Some programs provide this automatic
option before you start to weave, other programs include it as
part of the weaving interface. 

It is usually easier to use the software for driving a loom if you
can see the screen and comfortably reach the keyboard during
weaving. A keyboard extension cord can help make this possible.
Unweaving (for those inevitable mistakes) is handled differently
in each program. Use color, blank picks, and zoom features to
make it as easy as possible to read the screen. 

Display and printing features
You can choose among several options for displaying features
such as draft layout (threading at top or bottom, treadling at
right or left, etc.), number of shafts, number of treadles, warp or
weft drawdowns, rising shed, sinking shed, color palette, etc.

Special features for printing and display can enhance the pre-
sentation of the draft. In the Fiberworks draft in Figure 7, for ex-
ample, two different weft thicknesses are shown. In the Pat-
ternland draft in Figure 8, notations are added to the draft. 

Fabric analysis
Starting with a drawdown is another way to design for the loom.
Fill in squares in the drawdown section and then select Fabric
Analysis to create a threading, tie-up, and treadling. If you are
designing for a drawloom or doing a pick-up design, you can use
only the drawdown area. 

Some programs will import graphics files, such as bmp files,
from other software. These can be placed in the drawdown area
and analyzed to complete the draft.

Name drafts, taqueté design, network drafting utilities, over-
shot treadling, color palettes, and special display methods are
among the extra features that various programs offer. Each pro-
gram has some especially fun and unique features. All of the pro-
grams have a Notes feature that allows you to keep records with
your drafts. Some have project calculators for yarn amounts and
other project details.

Evaluation of software
I use several weaving software programs each week. Each pro-
gram has some features that I find a pleasure to use, and some
features I find more awkward. Sometimes I’ll generate part of a
draft in one program, save it as a WIF file, and then import it
into a different program to finish it. 

All of the Windows programs have several data entry meth-
ods, multiple treadles for skeleton tie-ups, read and write WIF
files, automatic heddle counts, several print options, and op-
tional loom drivers. 

Here are brief descriptions of my favorite features of the pro-
grams I use most (in alphabetical order). Remember that weavers
differ and programs differ: a feature that is valued by one weaver
may be disliked by another and vice versa. 
• Fiberworks PCW4 Bronze/Silver. Features: several view op-
tions for structure, such as rep weave, etc.; easy-to-use Insert and
Delete features; screen data appears as squares, printed data can
be numeric; loom drivers include auto tabby; drafts for double
width; name drafting; fabric analysis (Silver); turned drafts.

Favorites: mouse draw modes for twills, (see Figure 2); repeat
threading; weave as-drawn-in—exactly or overshot;  easy to cre-
ate varying thread thicknesses (see Figure 7); block substitution;
undo 30 steps; prints threading with shaft numbers.
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7. Fiberworks shows different weft sizes6. WeavePoint allows automatic insertion of tabby picks
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• Patternland Weave Simulator for Windows. Features: tie-up
square in any corner; total display/printing control such as font
size, width of lines, etc.; save style files to re-use the same lay-
out; data can appear as numbers, letters, symbols, black or col-
ored squares; can display both tie-up/treadling and liftplan; fab-
ric analysis; design area and large number of shafts, which make
it suitable for drawloom designing. (So many choices make it
harder to learn to use the program, however.)

Favorites: keyboard entry and numbers on screen to verify
correct typing; graph-paper highlight lines adjustable (see Fig-
ure 9); lots of shafts and treadles; design window; add notations
to printed drafts (see Figure 8); easy color replacement.
• WeaveIt Basic/Pro. Features: print draft without drawdown;
enter color sequence for project; import bmp files; polychrome
design/taqueté design; network drafting, interleave drafts; blend

drafts; turn drafts; block substitution.
Favorites: enter data as repeats; enter color-and-weave with

right and left mouse buttons (see Figure 3); float search; enter
symbols, letters, numbers, or squares for the weaving data; an-
notate drafts.
• WeavePoint 5. Features: the repeat button; can type numeric
formula input; design area and large number of shafts which
make it suitable for drawloom designing; import bmp files; cre-
ate and save blocks to substitute. 

Favorites: Insert/Delete feature (tabby, tie-down shafts, etc.;
see Figure 6); change draft to straight threading, change the order
of shafts, treadles; copy treadling to threading; design window.

These programs are representative of the many choices avail-
able fro handweavers. Look for future articles about other soft-
ware and additional tips for using them!

Programs are for Windows systems unless 
otherwise indicated.

DB-Weave http://www.brunoldsoftware.ch/dbw.html,
unlimited shafts/treadles, unlimited ends/picks.
Fiberworks PCW4 (Bronze/Silver) http://www.fiberworkspcw
.com, 16 shafts/32 treadles, 9,996 ends/picks.
Patternland Weave Simulator for Windows http://www. pattern
land.com, 255 shafts/ 255treadles, 9,999 ends/picks.
pixeLoom http://www.pixeloom.com, 32/128 shafts/treadles,
32,768 ends/picks, project calculations.
ProWeave (Macintosh or Windows) http://www.proweave.com,
64/64 shafts/treadles.
SwiftWeave (Macintosh) http://www.avlusa.com/software/
SwiftWeave.html, 256/256 shafts/treadles, unlimited
ends/picks (System 9 compatible only).

WeaveIt (Basic/Pro), www.weaveit.com, 32
shafts/unlimited treadles, unlimited ends/picks,
project calculations. 
WeaveMaker Mi (Macintosh or Windows), http://www. avlusa
.com/software/WeaveMaker1.html, 32 shafts/unlimited trea-
dles, unlimited ends/picks.
WeavePoint, http://www.weavepoint.com, 128/128
treadles/shafts, 9600 ends/picks, project calculations.
WinWeave, http://mywebpage.netscape.com/bdkeister/winweave
.html, 16/16 shafts/treadles, 1,023 ends/picks. Basic drafting
only; no charge for private use.
WeaveDesign, http://www.pikespeakweavers.org. 100/100
shafts/treadles, 4800 ends/picks.
Weave for Windows http://www.home.houston.rr.com/stilgar/
shuttleworks. 24/26 shafts/treadles, 1024/768 ends/picks. 
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8. Patternland allows notations on the draft 9. Graph paper lines can be customized in Patternland


